EXAMPLE OF A 5 DAY BY DAY

itinerary
FOR A MULTIGENERATIONAL FAMILY

The dozens of kilometers of mountain biking & hiking trails as well as
the endless waters Dos Lagos offers, allow for prolonged stays and
multiple groups profile. Any of the activities mentioned in the following
itinerary can be further developed.
We have proposed different activities for specific family members but
of course it will depend very much on each group and individual profile
and preferences. All our activities and meals are tailor-made based on
a detailed pre-trip questionnaire and on guests preferences.
Meals will most probably be prepared by the young and talented
Giancarlo Mazzarelli, owner of Puerto Fuy and one of Chile's best chefs
(who we bring upon request); Giancarlo also enjoys giving cooking
lessons in a relaxed atmosphere in the afternoons.
Our helicopter based programs (heli-biking, heli-touring & heli-fishing)
are not included but can be arranged with the needed time. Our own
helicopter might not be available at a certain point in time.

Kids

Teens

Mom

Dad

Grandfolks

Day 1
- Pick up by our staff at Balmaceda airport and transfer with our very comfortable Quigley van and jet boat
(10 pax), arriving at Dos Lagos one hour later. Second vehicle will be available if needed for baggage or
additional passengers.
- Full reception snack / Lunch - Rest if needed.
- Scout of the main peninsula park, walking through beautiful forests and river canyons, enjoying the imposing views of
the Andes and of our two different colored lakes.
- Mountain biking clinic, starting with a skill level assessment by our expert guides at the training ground
area at the main peninsula.
- Alternatively, fly fishing lessons with Dos Lagos guides and a short practice at the calm and short
"Encuentro" River - the river linking our Paloma and Azul lakes.
- Easy walk along "Papa Smurf", the 2.4 kms. trail surrounding the main peninsula, enjoying a unique,
peaceful and varied scenery .
- Tea/Coffee/Snacks.
- Dinner prepared by Giancarlo Mazzarelli.
Day 2
- Continue fly-fishing on the Encuentro River and cross the strikingly beautiful glacial waters of the Azul
Lake by jet boat to try the Lake Azul outlet and the banks of the hidden Azul River.
- Hike along the many and varied trails of main peninsula hills, enjoying the privileged views from the
top to Paloma and Azul Lakes, the Turbio River Canyon and the lenga forests. Note: subject
to fitness level, for the more demanding sections we can take the group using our 5 Polaris UTV's (either 4
or 2 guests), through our multipurpose trail, guided by our drivers.
- Continue mountain biking on the more challenging trails of Lake Paloma's slopes, stop to witness the Turbio
Valley River and the Cerro Castillo mountain range and bike along the trails that cross our native forests.
- Group gathering on a privileged outlook to enjoy a picnic and the stunning views to the main Peninsula
and the Two Lakes.
- Later, the more skilled mountain bikers will take "Beached as Bro" downhill flowing trail (3.5 km. long, 320 meters
altitude difference) to arrive to Lake Paloma beach for a boat pick up and return to the main lodge.
Note: trails to be selected based on skill level and family preferences - please see attached maps.
- Placid boat ride on Lake Paloma with our boat drivers, discovering secluded beaches, magnificent falls,
picturesque cliffs and hanging native forests while trolling for trout (catch and release).
For those more inclined to relax:
- Jacuzzi/ Sauna/Relaxation room.
- Massage (traditional, Thai), reiki or Hatha yoga with instructor Ann Michael.
- Tea/Coffee/Snacks.
- Cooking classes by Giancarlo
- Amusing night UTV expedition with our guides through the main Peninsula, watching lots of Patagonian
hares and ending with a memorable bonfire at the Paloma shore.
Day 3
- Jet Boat excursion to Lake Azul & Desierto, River Paloma, and Lake Elizalde & Caro, a pretty diverse and unique
adventure.
First segment will allow to discover the stunning Lake Azul Falls, the unknown and spectacular Cerro Castillo North
face (impossible to experience from elsewhere) and to visit our ranch section, where we proudly raise our Angus

cattle. The group will take the Azul river in an short but exciting jet boat ride and cross the Desierto Lake (with
no other private land owners) to arrive to our trail building lodge, located at NW of the lake.
Second segment includes walks, back-country 4WD vehicle and finally an exhilarating wilderness jet boating
excursion along the River Paloma to discover awe-inspiring mountain peaks and hidden river valleys shrouded
in native forests. The group will arrive by jet boat to "La Poza", the gorgeous, calm end of Lake Elizalde, for picnic
or a gaucho style barbecue to later dry fly-fish in one the best spots of the Aysen Region of Chile. Part of the group
might want to discover the Caro Lake, jet boating through the meandering end section of the Paloma River.
Length of the jet boat excursion can be tailor made according to each group preferences and can take up to a
maximum of 50 km of navigation each way, with the help of our 2 jet boats.
For trekking-bikers and biking enthusiastic family members, second segment can be substituted by sports at
the Desierto section; escorted by our guides, the guests will ride, for example, through "Chodey" (uphill climb)
and "Too Booku" (X-Country) to discover the secluded Desierto Falls (named "Taniwha Falls" after the beings
that live in deep pools in rivers according to Maori tradition, when falls were seen for the first time by our Kiwi
trail builders..)...a few extra meters and the family will be able to witness the work of our trail building crews in
the confines of the property... Alternatively, instead of going uphill, family members can keep practicing skills at
"Chicken Run", one of our pretty technical trails on flat terrain, done with lots of remarkable craftworks. For the
more easy going members, simply walk along the River Paloma extraordinary beautiful banks, witnessing some
of the most amazing landscapes of our property. All activities will end up with a traditional barbecue or picnic
at Desierto section.
Return to Lodge - Tea/Coffee/Snacks while on the way back.
Day 4
- Huemul watching: Early morning excursion to the slopes of Lake Paloma or the River 7 Basin (based on
latest observation reports) to get close to this critically endangered deer species, symbol of Chile and
present in our property (estimated total world population is less than 1,500 animals, please refer to
http://www.ultimateungulate.com/Artiodactyla/Hippocamelus_bisulcus.html). Program can take from 2 to 5
hours, and will include hiking, stops for snacks and lunch, great landscapes and hopefully a close-by encounter
with a group of Huemules! Sometimes a group of 2-3 of this critically endangered deer will visit the lodge
immediacies and peacefully stay and mingle with guests for hours!
Explanation of the Huemul conditions and habitat will be done by renowned expert - we usually arrange having
Dennis Aldridge, a world expert who prepared the Chilean Official Plan for Huemul Conservation. Dennis is amazed
by how guests can catch a sight of this exceptional species at Dos Lagos Whole group.
Note: subject to fitness level, the more demanding hiking sections can replaced by a fun trip on our Polaris UTV's
(either 4 or 2 pax), using a multipurpose trail and guided by our drivers.
Also depending on the most updated reports, the group might be able to take a comfortable boat ride and
experiencing the presence of the peaceful Huemules on the shores of Lake Paloma, while guides and experts take
care of the boating and the explanations.
In the afternoon, for those more inclined to continue with activities:
- Mountain biking or hike through "The Gulag" the 5.5 km trail linking Lake Desierto and Lake Azul.
- Horse riding to the adjacent Cerro Castillo National Reserve (180.000 hectares), through the River 7 Basin,
leaving by Jet Boat to Lake Azul - Rides can take from 1 to 6 hours depending on skill level and interest - can be
combined with Huemul watching when it takes place at the River 7 Basin.
- UTV expedition through Lake Paloma last sections on our multipurpose trail, to witness our trail building crews
in action.
- Fly-fishing on River 7 and on the quiet and rewarding outlet of the Lake Azul.
- Lake Kayaking on the calm waters of Lake Paloma, crossing the Encuentro River to get to the east end of Lake Azul.
For those more inclined to relax:
- Jacuzzi/ Sauna/Relaxation room.
- Massage (traditional, Thai), reiki or Hatha yoga with instructor Ann Michael.
- Tea/Coffee/Snacks.
- Patagonian Lamb farewell barbecue prepared for dinner by Giancarlo Mazzarelli.
Day 5
- Full farewell brunch.
- A late departure might allow to continue with activities at the main peninsula. Mom and Dad and the Kids
might want to test their newly acquired abilities at the very technical "Full Blown" trail (very fun to watch!) or
the less demanding "Missing Puppies" trail. Grandfolks can choose to go for condor observation, a bird found in
the Andes and which have the largest wingspan of any land bird - up to 15 condors were spotted simultaneously
at a ravine at walking distance of the main lodge -.
- Of course, the whole group can just relax, read or do nothing but allow to be pampered in our lodge anytime!
Finally, our jet boat will cross the lake and with our van, guests will be taken to Balmaceda airport by our guides.
Note: Kids are welcomed at Dos Lagos, however some of the activities are recommended for kids of over ~ 8
years old. Please check with us for details in case you have any doubts.

Reservations: +1-941-321-0398
reservations@doslagoslodge.com
Lodge: +56-67-211245
www.doslagoslodge.com

